Phonological Awareness: Segmenting Sentences

Stages of Segmenting Sentences
Segmenting Sentences: Counting the number of words in a sentence (orally)
Activities at the word level help children begin to break language apart. Orally segmenting sentences into
words helps children understand that sentences are composed of separate words in a particular order to
convey meaning. Understanding the concept of a word develops from students’ exposure to print and
classroom activities that help them to recognise how words – especially the function words that are more
abstract – exist as separate entities. (Function words are the words that connect the more meaningful
words such as nouns and verbs in sentences. They are the words that enable the speaker to form complete
and correct sentences (e.g., the, an, a, and, to, of, etc.)
• Word Sound Discrimination involves telling whether words or sounds are the same or different. For
example, cat / cat = same, cat / car = different. To increase the complexity of discrimination, the student
can be provided with three words - two the same and one distractor - and determines the word that is
different. For example, fun / sun / sun (fun = different). The same activity can be completed with individual
Word Sound phonemes. For example, /s/ /s/ /k/ (/k/ is different).
Discrimination • Sample teacher talk: Are these two words the same? Run / run. Are these two words the same? Wind / water.
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• In the first stage of segmenting sentences into words, use short sentences (about 3 to 4 words) with a
combination of familiar, simple, monosyllabic words and function words. Examples include: I love my dog.
/ School is fun. / Sam has a dress.
• Sample teacher talk: (Give students four blocks or counter chips.) I am going to tell you a short story. For each
word you hear, put a counter in front of you. Here's my story: Paul has a dog. How many words did I have in my
sentence?
• Segmenting sentences into words can be made more complex by using slightly longer sentences (about 5 to 6
words) with more complex, multisyllabic words. Examples include: Angelina has a long, pretty dress. /
Today the leader is Mark. / John is good at basketball.
• Sample teacher talk: (Place large 'word buttons' on the floor and select a student.) I am going to tell you a short
story. For each word you hear, you're going to step on a word button. Here's my story: Sammy wanted to go
swimming. How many words did I have in my sentence?

